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import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib
from numpy import *
from pylab import *
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft2,ifft2
from scipy.ndimage import filters,morphology,measurements
def normalize(v): return v/norm(v)
def max1(v): return v*1.0/amax(v)
def show(image,**keys): 
    if not "interpolation" in keys: keys["interpolation"] = 
"nearest"
    if not "vmin" in keys: keys["vmin"] = 0.0
    imshow(real(image),**keys); gray(); savefig("temp.png")
def logshow(image): imshow(log(1.0+abs(image))); gray(); 
savefig("temp.png") 

       

Binary Image Reconstruction

Let's consider a toy problem: binary images corrupted with random noise.

good = imread(DATA+"test.png")[:,:,0]
print amin(good),amax(good)
show(good) 
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Let's add a bit of random noise to this image.

a = where(rand(256,256)>0.95,1-good,good)
show(a)
b = 1.0*a 



       

Cleanup using Cost Functions

We're trying to clean up this image using a statistical model.  The model basically says that we expect large
regions of uniform pixels.  We express this (imperfectly) by saying that different pixel configurations have different

probabilities.  In particular, we expect that, usually, a pixel has the same color as all of its neighbors.

Using a 4-neighborhood, that means that for a black pixel, 0 is the most likely number of neighbors, and for a
white pixel, 4 is the most likely number of neighbors.

Let's start by counting neighbors.

neighbors = roll(b,-1,0)+roll(b,1,0)+roll(b,-1,1)+roll(b,1,1)
show(neighbors) 



       

Instead of probabilities, we express "costs".  You can think of costs as being negative log probabilities.

Of course, we just use the count of the number of neighbors as a cost; this is a rough guess of the probability. 

With a little thought, we can do a lot better (how?).

neighbor_costs = where(b,4-neighbors,neighbors)
show(neighbor_costs) 



       

The smoothed version should not just satisfy our neighborhood relationships, it should also approximate the

original data.  The total cost is therefore the sum of the deviation of the reconstructed data from the original data
and the neighborhood cost.  We can weigh these costs separately, giving more weight to either continuity or

closeness to the original data.

def cost(b,a,f=0.1,n=0.25):
    neighbors = roll(b,-1,0)+roll(b,1,0)+roll(b,-1,1)+roll(b,1,1)
    neighbor_costs = where(b,4-neighbors,neighbors)
    total_cost = f*abs(b-a) + n*neighbor_costs
    return total_cost

show(cost(b,a)) 



       

show(b) 



       

We're now trying to update the pixels.  For that, we need to compute what the new cost at a pixel would be.

def predict_cost(new_b,b,a,f=0.1,n=0.25):
    neighbors = roll(b,-1,0)+roll(b,1,0)+roll(b,-1,1)+roll(b,1,1)
    neighbor_costs = where(new_b,4-neighbors,neighbors)
    total_cost = f*abs(new_b-a) + n*neighbor_costs
    return total_cost

show(predict_cost(1-b,b,a)) 



       

Let's now look at where we should change pixels.

show(1*(predict_cost(1-b,b,a)<predict_cost(b,b,a))) 



       

Now let's do the update.

b1 = where(predict_cost(1-b,b,a)<predict_cost(b,b,a),1-b,b)
show(b1) 



       

... and again.

b2 = where(predict_cost(1-b1,b1,a)<predict_cost(b1,b1,a),1-b1,b1)
show(b2) 



       

Parallel Updates

Let's put this into a loop.  Actually, the previous update wasn't quite so good because we're updating neighboring

pixels simultaneously, but the updates interact.  So, let's only update a smaller subset of pixels at a time.

def cleanup(a,f=0.1,n=0.25):
    b = 1*a
    for i in range(100):
        selection = (rand(*a.shape)>0.8)
        new_b = where(selection & (predict_cost(1-b,b,a,f=f,n=n)
<predict_cost(b,b,a,f=f,n=n)),1-b,b)
        b = new_b
    return b 



       

show(cleanup(a)) 

       

noisy = where(rand(256,256)>0.7,1-good,good)
show(noisy) 



       

show(cleanup(noisy)) 



       

Here we put the emphasis completely on the data.

show(cleanup(noisy,f=1,n=0)) 



       

Here we put the emphasis completely on the neighborhoods.

show(cleanup(noisy,f=0,n=1)) 



       

show(cleanup(noisy,f=0.2,n=0.8)) 



       

Metropolis Algorithm

Above, we used a greedy algorithm for optimization: we'd update a pixel if and only if that would reduce the
overall cost.  That isn't guaranteed to give a minimum solution to the cost function.

An algorithm that is guaranteed to do this is the Metropolis algorithm.  In that algorithm, we sometimes accept
pixel changes that make the cost function worse.  How often we do that is determined by a "temperature
parameter".  The process is analogous to "annealing"--slowly solidifying something.  If done correctly, it will give

optimal solutions in the limit.

def cleanup_m(a,f=0.1,n=0.25,ts=linspace(0.1,0.01,200)):
    b = 1*a
    for t in ts:



        selection = rand(*a.shape)>0.8
        e2 = predict_cost(1-b,b,a,f=f,n=n)
        e1 = predict_cost(b,b,a,f=f,n=n)
        p = where(e2<e1,1.0,exp(-(e2-e1)/t))  
        b = where(selection & (p>rand(*a.shape)),1-b,b)
    return b 

       

show(cleanup_m(noisy)) 

       

Line Processes

We can modify the cost function in other useful ways to capture additional prior knowledge. 

One thing we know is that the boundaries between foreground and background should be "lines": they should be



extended chains of pixels.  These can be characterized by each pixel in a boundary having two neighbors that are
also part of the boundary.

Let's write a function to filter out good boundaries.

def select_lines(b):
    a = roll(b,-1,0)
    neighbors = roll(a,-1,1) + a + roll(a,1,1)
    a = roll(b,1,0)
    neighbors += roll(a,-1,1) + a + roll(a,1,1)
    neighbors += roll(b,-1,1) + roll(b,1,1)
    return ((b!=0) & (neighbors==2))
    
def select_good_borders(image):
    image = morphology.binary_opening(image)
    image = morphology.binary_closing(image)
    image = 1*image
    inside = image-morphology.binary_erosion(image)
    inside = 1*select_lines(inside)
    outside = morphology.binary_dilation(image)-image
    outside = 1*select_lines(outside)
    return maximum(inside,outside)
    
subplot(121); show(a)
subplot(122); show(select_good_borders(a)) 



       

<matplotlib.axes.AxesSubplot object at 0xcd8bc4c>

Now we modify the cost function to reduce the cost of having black/white transitions at "good boundaries". 

This is usually referred to as a "line process" (and it's usually implemented by explicitly listing all possible edge
pixel configurations).

def predict_cost_lp(new_b,b,a,f=0.1,n=0.25,c=0.5):
    neighbors = roll(b,-1,0)+roll(b,1,0)+roll(b,-1,1)+roll(b,1,1)
    neighbor_costs = where(new_b,4-neighbors,neighbors)
    good_borders = select_good_borders(b)
    neighbor_costs = 
where(good_borders,c*neighbor_costs,neighbor_costs)
    total_cost = f*abs(new_b-a) + n*neighbor_costs
    return total_cost



clf(); show(predict_cost_lp(1-noisy,noisy,noisy)) 

       

We need a new cleanup function that uses the line process cost function.

def cleanup_lp(a,f=0.1,n=0.25,ts=linspace(0.1,0.01,200)):
    b = 1*a
    for t in ts:
        selection = rand(*a.shape)>0.8
        e2 = predict_cost_lp(1-b,b,a,f=f,n=n)
        e1 = predict_cost_lp(b,b,a,f=f,n=n)
        p = where(e2<e1,1.0,exp(-(e2-e1)/t))  
        b = where(selection & (p>rand(*a.shape)),1-b,b)
    return b 



       

Now let's clean up with this.

show(cleanup_lp(noisy)) 

       

Graph Cut Algorithms

Models like that described above can actually be solved exactly using graph cut algorithms.  They can also be
extended to gray scale and color segmentation.

 

       



                   


